
Project 1 
The Study of an Okra 



Project 1A 
Map, Cut, and Coordinate 

When assigned my vegetable, I was unsure as to what it even was. It was something I have heard of before, but 
never had eaten or seen. I went to the grocery store and found it in the produce section, it was a small, long 
vegetable with suddle bumps around it. It had a round top ending in a skinny tip at the bottom. It had vein-like 
bumbs running through the vegetable from top to bottom. When creating a longitudinal cut in the okra, I found 
it to be a very symetrical vegetable. Each side consisted of two vessels parallel to each other consisting of seeds 
in them. When cutting it transverse, the okra seminded me of a pin whell. deep pits attached to the center circle 
spiraled around the pentagon shape. Each pit held its own seed. When drawing out these cuts and the interior of 
the okra, I focused on getting every little detail within this vegetable. Although small and appearing very simple, 
when maginified the okra consists of hundreds of pits, vessels, and bruises.  





Project 1B 
Diagram and Systems 

When studying the shapes of my vegetable, I found it to be filled with several polygons. All different 5, 6, and 7 
sided shapes made up this vegetable. As discovered in my first project, I found it to be a very symetrical when cut 
longitudinal. The okra was a very linear silhouette, made up of mainly straight and curved lines. 

The colors of the okra consis mainly of shades of green. Suddle browns and yellows work their way into the 
shape as well. While the mainly body consisted of greens, the inside held some of the other colors. The seeds a 
light brown, while the deep pits a fading black. beiges and whites worked their ways into the smaller details of 
the pours. After a couple weeks, the okra turned into a dark brown when rotting, and slowly lost its green and 
yellows. 

 





Project 1C 
Vessel Construct 

When starting to brainstorm my structure, I wanted to focus on the transverse cut of an okra. I assumed that 
this large base would create an easy platofrm to hold the okra. When building, I ran into trouble trying to get it 
four inches off of the ground. I found it hard to connect legs to the platform without any adhesives. After playing 
around, I came up with the idea to hollow out the inside, and wrap the legs around the rim. Lastly, I created a 
bed for the okra to lay in. 

After our critique and getting the four inch rule removed, I started brainstorming again. I wanted to create some-
thing that was extremly simple, but still interesting in design while staying true to the okra. After a long process 
of deciding what to do, I decided to remove everything exect for the platform. I printed out a picture of my okra 
with a transverse cut and traced it onto a piece of bristol. I then cut it out, and created two folds to represent the 
vessels found when slicing a longitudinal cut. I ironed these down the create a firm holding spot for the vegeta-
bles. My final design represents an okra in multiple ways, while presenting a sleek and simple design, that suc-
cessfully holds the okras in place. 





When being first introduced to this project, I was 
very confused as to why we were studying a vege-
table so thorougly. I found it frustrating at first and 
was unsure of what I was accomplishing. Through-
out my work, I realized how much I was truly learn-
ing from these series of projects. They helped me 
learn to see things in new ways. Paying such close 
attention to detail and spending hours on a single 
thing proved how much of a difference these things 
make in my work. I learned how to make observa-
tions in structure, color, systems, and make work 
out of these things. Going through these projects, 
each one brought something new to the table. I now 
feel as if I can be given any object, truly disect it, 
and create work based off of it. These projects also 
helped me learn how to create work for others. Hav-
ing specific rules and instructions challenged me to 
create something following all these rules. I learned 
how to create something that met all of the needs of 
the assignment, but still held elements of me with-
in it. Lastly, I learned how to map something out 
on paper, and represent its dimension through line 
weights and size. Overall, I learned a tremendous 
amounts through these projects and am satisfied 
with the work I have completed. 

The End 
Griffin Hecht



Project 2
Armor and Garment 



Grafting Line, Module, and 
Uncommon Object

For my project, my goal was to create something that cost me no money at all. To do this, I went through mate-
rials I had leftover from first semester. What stood out to me the most was a bag full of wooden triangles that I 
had. I decided to pair these with leftover wire to create a protective sash for the body. I did this by drilling holes 
into the wood, and then boding pieces together with twisted wire. I did this in a long, straight line that curved 
towards the bottom, resembling the shape of an okra. For the back of the sash, I used rectangular pieces of wood 
also found in old materials. To resemble the okra further, I took acrylic pants in shades of green and brown. I 
then dabbed them onto the wood in a repetitive motion, creating a sort of splatter effect. At the end of my proj-
ect, I was extremely happy with my outcome. 



Project 3 
Street Seats 



Public Seating for 
Union Square Park 

When starting the street seats project, I knew right away that I wanted to incorporate nature into my bench. 
Something I find lacking within public seating in New York City is a sense of  comfort. I find nature and green-
ery to be something very relieving, especially in one of  the biggest metropolitan areas. In parks around New 
York, there seemed to never be a public seating area within nature, just around the boarders of  it. I knew from 
here that I wanted to take the small amount of  nature I create, and throw it into a larger pot of  it. 
When creating my canopy I wanted to create a modern silhouette for the bench that we have not yet seen. I 
wanted the canopy to be a continuation of  the bench, which is how I came up with my current structure. 
When looking at what I had designed, it was obvious that another element could fit into it. Book shelves for a 
public library became a no brainer. All three of  these elements together create a comforting and entertaining 
atmosphere.



Original Sketches and Prototypes 



Final Prototype 



Final Sketches 
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